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Dossier

Standard Transit

JournalStandard Expansion

Full LeverageFull Ledger

upStage

Interpret

District - horizontal (wood front) District - horizontal (metal front)

Sidewise

District - vertical

ie

Full T/O/SStandard T/O/S 03



RectilinearEllipticalArched

Rectangular - horizontalRectangular - vertical

ContemporaryStainlessSoft Touch
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RectangularDistrict - horizontalDistrict - vertical

District® is a collection of desks, cabinets, windows and walls that reinterprets systems  
furniture. District echoes the attributes of mid-century furniture with long, low 
lines, achieving refined transparency with layered surfaces while making efficient use  
of smaller spaces.
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leverage

handle styles

Full Leverage

Leverage® makes it easy to customize the office, allowing the desired level of features  
to be specified for each workspace, while achieving a crisp, clean look at an affordable  
price. Leverage fulfills these attributes with a wide range of panel styles, off-module 
planning, stackability, interchangeable elements and 120-degree planning capabilities. 
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handle styles

Standard Transit

Transit® is a high-performance office furniture system, offering freedom of planning  
and design with sophisticated features such as continuous off-modularity, stacking  
panels, interchangeable elements and a high-capacity electrical system. Designed for 
maximum planning flexibility. Transit also offers refinement with a rich material palette.
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Full T/O/SStandard T/O/S

T/O/S® is a proven, performance-based panel system that set the benchmark for 
flexibility and efficiency in office furniture planning. T/O/S is remarkably versatile  
and valuable –  supporting multiple applications while easing installation and  
inventory management. 
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upStage

upStage

upStage™ brings a new topography to the office landscape.  Based on a simple platform  
or stage, upStage frees users from the constraints of a benching frame or panel, allowing  
you to build along a horizontal or vertical plane to create layered worksurfaces and multi- 
story volumes. upStage is real furniture that can be mixed, stacked and moved around.
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Interpret

Interpret™ is a contemporary desking system based on a core frame platform that can  
be built upon, extended or fully reconfigured. Interpret also addresses the readiness of 
people and organizations to embrace benching by introducing new planning concepts  
and capabilities, while drawing from the legacy of classic systems furniture.
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Standard T/O/SSoft TouchRectilinear

EllipticalArchedStandard Expansion

Expansion® Desking is a comprehensive line of freestanding furniture that creates 
space-efficient workstations. Expansion Desking uses the same collection of products  
to achieve varied applications, from open-plan collaborative configurations to private  
offices with a casegoods look.
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ie

ie® is about geometry and imagination, featuring a post-and-beam structure that 
acts as an architectural framework for interior and exterior workspaces. The post 
accommodates pod planning and angle connections at 15-degree intervals, greatly 
enlarging the compass of planning possibilities.
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RectangularJournal

Journal™ transforms private work areas into layered, multi-faceted spaces that enable  
a fluid mobility and varied levels of interaction. Overlapping elements create zones of  
activity designated as private, collaborative and public.  Journal creates the not-so-
private office – built for one, designed for five.
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RectangularDossier

Dossier™ is classic casegoods furniture with a clean architectural look. Layered surfaces  
and upper storage combine in multiple ways to meet user needs and spatial constraints.  
Low storage doubles as bench seating for visitors. Technology support is fully integrated  
into the design. Fine materials and refined details offer an aesthetic of quiet elegance.
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expansion  
casegoods

Expansion® Casegoods is a laminate casegoods collection suited to a broad range of  
office applications. A uniform product platform and choice of materials makes it easy  
to design classic or contemporary office suites tailored to budget requirements.  
Expansion Casegoods projects an image of quality at a competitive price. 
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Standard T/O/SSoft TouchRectilinear

EllipticalArchedStandard Expansion
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RectilinearArchedStandard Expansion

Expansion® Wood offers a distinctive line of wood casegoods at an affordable price. 
With high quality construction and a broad range of applications from executive 
offices to conference tables, Expansion Wood meets varying furniture requirements 
and budgets with ease.
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sidewise Sidewise™ is a compact casegoods workstation or collaborative hub suitable for one 
to three resident and non-resident workers in small enclaves. Sidewise is a unique 
response to workplace needs for spaces in-between open settings and the traditional 
meeting room or private office.

handle styles

Sidewise
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RectangularContemporary

Audience® is designed to furnish boardrooms and meeting rooms and includes tables, 
credenzas, hospitality carts and A/V carts. Audience is available from Teknion’s Tables  
& Collaborative Spaces program, comprising a comprehensive collection of tables 
plus a complementary portfolio of versatile storage and work tools to outfit each space.
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ledger &  
ledger plus

Designed to provide complete modularity, Ledger® storage features a 1.6-inch-high  
increment size to meet any specification.  Products stand alone or integrate with  
workstation systems and furniture. Ledger Plus further expands options with storage  
products that double as seating, define boundaries and create casual meeting areas.
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StainlessRectilinear

modular  
cabinets
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Modular Cabinets is a collection of wall, base and storage cabinetry designed for 
business and institutional applications. Modular Cabinets are specifically designed 
for custom applications, providing a built-in custom look anywhere traditional 
millwork cabinetry is required. 

ArchedStandard Expansion Elliptical
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Contessa is designed by Giugiaro
Design and sold under license from
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Projek is designed and sold under
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